
AERO UP
Battery powered upright vacuum
Lightweight, agile and flexible for hard floors  
and carpets.
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TASKI The ULTIMATE Cleaning Machines
For more information, visit www.taski.com or follow us on social media. 



Light, quiet & discreet
Weighing in less than 5kg the TASKI AERO UP is lightweight and highly 
manoeuvrable perfect for cleaning carpets and hard floors in congested 
spaces. No cable to worry about means now you can clean whenever 
and wherever you want to.

Total flexibility
Perfect for day time cleaning or spot cleaning without the need to 
schedule around the public or building users. With multiple power 
modes new levels of autonomy can be achieved. With a magical 1 hour 
run time and quick battery change, battery constraints are a thing of the 
past. The TASKI AERO UP is designed to work with the TASKI Trolley 
system. Store the vacuum, store spare batteries and even charge on the 
go. The TASKI AERO UP utilises the same battery & charger used with 
the TASKI AERO BP backpack and TASKI Swingo 150b scrubber dryer 
for increased synergies and flexibility. 

No compromise
A simple and easy to use release system enables quick interchange 
from power head for carpets to floor tool for hard floors. For the ultimate 
deep clean chose the brush driven power head which makes light work 
of cleaning carpets. The super lightweight floor tool glides over hard 
floors for effortless cleaning. Pick the best option to meet your needs or 
order both for no compromises.

Reduce your total cost to clean
Upright vacuums are well known to have good ergonomics and high 
productivity for a lower cost to clean. The TASKI AERO UP can 
also be incorporated within the TASKI Trolley system to help reduce 
unproductive time lost between cleaning cupboards. The TASKI AERO 
UP uses a brand new digital motor which is smaller, lighter and uses 
50% less energy. Less energy costs, little or no maintenance costs and 
long life make the TASKI UP a major step up in vacuums.

Energy efficient & sustainable
TASKI is unique in using a smaller super-efficient digital brushless 
motor that uses typically 50% less energy. Brushless motors need no 
maintenance and should never need to be replaced. Longevity being the 
ultimate in sustainability.

AERO UP brings you:

5kg 
Weighing less than 5kg the 
TASKI AERO UP is lightweight 
and highly manoeuvrable perfect 
for cleaning carpets and hard 
floors in congested spaces.

One-hour run time 
With a magical 1 hour run time 
and quick battery change, battery 
constraints are a thing of the 
past. No cable to worry about 
means cleaning whenever and 
where ever you want.

Digital motor 
TASKI is unique in using a 
smaller super-efficient digital 
brushless motor that uses 
typically 50% less energy 
and needs new levels of life. 
Longevity being the ultimate in 
sustainability.

3 power settings 
With multiple power modes 
new levels of autonomy can be 
achieved. Set the power level for 
optimum cleaning performance or 
optimum battery autonomy.

Power brush head 
For the ultimate deep clean, 
chose the optional brush driven 
power head which makes light 
work of cleaning carpets and 
entrance matting.

HEPA H13 Filter 
Upgrade filtration to hospital 
grade for 5-star indoor air  
quality (IAQ).

Super-lightweight  
floor tool 
The super-lightweight floor tool 
glides over hard floors and low 
pile carpet for effortless cleaning.
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Options:

Hospitality BSC Healthcare Restaurants

Model5 Article code

TASKI AERO UP (with floor tool) 7524776

TASKI Li-Ion battery 36 V 6 Ah 7524166
TASKI Battery Charger Set Euro 7524168
TASKI AERO UP Power Brush Head (optional) 7524777
TASKI AERO UP Fleece Filter Bag 7524778
TASKI AERO UP HEPA H13 Filter 7524779
TASKI Battery Charger Set UK 7524337
TASKI Battery Charger Set NA 7524167
TASKI Battery Charger Set UNI 7524169


